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The Rice House is a frame clapboard, 2-1/2 story raised Italianate villa set on 
a generous, landscaped city lot. The boundaries chosen were the lot, the iron fence 
and the old asylum buildings to the rear because they all figure in the significance 
of the property.

The main house rests upon brick piers (walls) one story high which form an en 
closure used for service and storage. The main floor (piano nobile) is approached 
via a grand "^'-shaped stair which is symmetrically placed on the facade. It ascends 
to the 46 foot wide, six column portico and thence to the main rooms of the house. 
The main floor consists of an 8 foot wide central hall with double parlors. There is 
a graceful half-turn winding staircase set off the central hall between the two parlors 
on the left side. There are also a pair of semi-octagonal ended cabinets which occur in 
the rear. These were probably added later, as was the long room which runs across the 
rear of the house.

All of the parlors have end wall interior chimney fireplaces with marble Rococo 
Revival mantles. All have heavy molded cornices and all have naturalistic foliated 
ceiling medallions. The windows which communicate with the frontal gallery are floor 
length, 6 over 9 lites configuration, and have sashes which draw up into the upper wall 
to permit passage directly out into the gallery. The main stair has a massive turned 
newel post which contrasts with the delicate turned balusters. The original wood floor 
ing remains, as does much of the glass and hardware.

The exterior detailing is noteworthy. The six square columns of the frontal 
gallery have chamfer 6,4,.corners and handsome molded capitals.. iThese-are, surmounted by 
a heavy entablature which has a modillion cornice with double brackets over each 
column capital. The main gallery is surmounted by 3 gable dormers which-'are garnished 
with segmental arches with heavy keystones. All the windows and the door on the main 
gallery have full entablatures wi£h molded .cornices. The main entrance has paneled 
pilasters with corner arch spandrels. Each of the gable ends of the house has a pair 
of large brick chimneys. -, , • :- v

The link between the asylum buildings and the rear of the house was removed, 
leaving approximately 5 feet between the buildings and the house.

The.asylum buildings are brick, two story dormitory style buildings with 
Renaissance Revival details. One of the buildings has been converted into apartments.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Rice House is a fine example of an Italianate raised villa. This can be seen 
in its basic design, in its handsome bracketed front gallery, and in its marble fire 
places and other interior detailing. There are approximately 12 surviving houses of 
this type in the city. Although the Rice House is not the grandest of these, it is 
certainly not the least. Moreover, because the Rice House is encompassed by a 
generous landscaped lot, its setting (and therefore its exterior aesthetic effect) 
is better preserved than most. As a result, it conveys the sense of an urban raised 
villa far better than most other examples.

The Rice House, together with the asylum buildings to the rear, served for 98 years 
as the Fink Asylum for protestant widows and orphans. It was one of the first such 
charitable homes in the city.

In Gardner's New Orleans Directory of 1866, page 373, the name of Henry Rice is 
listed together with an advertisement showing the prominence of his firm, Rice Brothers 
and Company,-.: importers' of hardware, ̂ cutlery and stove-s and'manufacturers of tinware, 
and whose place of business was at 242 Tchoupitoulas St., New Orleans. Research 
further shows 5 that on-June 5, 1866, Annie Doll and Henry David Rice purchased the 
block of ground bounded by Camp, Chestnut, Antonine and Amelia Streets in what was 
then known as the City of Jefferson, a suburb-of' New Orleans*

The Rices subsequently built the house and lived in it for 9 years. In 1875, the 
house was bought by the City of New Orleans for use as the Fink Asylum.

The institution of the Fink Asylum dates back to the 1850's. John David Fink was a 
wealthy realtor who had Immigrated from Germany in 1816. Upon his death, he willed 
the bulk of his fortune to the City of New Orleans for the purpose of establishing 
an "asylum" for protestant widows and orphans. These people could not be cared for 
by the normal charitable institutions of the city, which had their roots in the Roman 
Catholic Church. The city operated the Fink Home and paid the upkeep. By the 1890's, 
space was becoming inadequate and two large brick dormitory wings were erected at the 
rear of the building.

The Fink Home continued to operate until 1973, when it was closed because it could not 
meet the newly enacted requirements stipulated by the U.S. Department of Health. It 
was then that the house was bought by its present owners who are undertaking a complete 
restoration, not only of the house, but also of the landscaping.
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